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Foreword
The spread of rumor is of interest in itself, and as a 
representative of a whole class of phenomena of contagion*
The treatment here presented is novel, and should be appli­
cable in a number of situations*
This MS was written during the summer study session, 1953«
Henry Quastler
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A NOTE ON THE SPREAD OP RUMOR OR EPIDEMIC 
Jo B s Keller and J0 Shmoys
Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York University
It is the purpose of this note to examine, theoretically, 
the spread of rumor (or, any piece of information) or epidemic* 
Basically there are two possible ways to approach the problem* 
One way is to consider a collection of individuals who can com­
municate the rumor or disease from person to person* This kind 
of treatment can be found in a paper by Rapoport** The other 
approach, the one used here, is to consider the population not 
as a collection of individuals but as a continuum* The form­
ulation here is not in terms of probability theory but rather 
in terms of partial differential and integral equations* The 
advantage of the latter approach becomes particularly clear 
In the case of large, dense populations*
An apology should be made for the lack of references to 
previous work in this field* No serious attempt at a liter­
ature search was made*
Let there be a uniform population density distributed 
over the region R* Denote the fraction of the population in 
any element of area who know the rumor (have contracted the
*A* Rapoport, Nets with distance bias, Bull* Math Biophys*
1951*
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disease) by u
If the knowledge of the rumor were evenly distributed 
(as we assume in a small element of area), the rate of in­
crease of the population fraction familiar with the rumor 
would be proportional to
(a) the population familiar with the rumor and
(b) the population unfamiliar with the rumor<>
The reasons for the above statement are that
(a) the number of times the rumor is mentioned is propo|»~ 
tional to the number of people who know it, and
(b) the fraction of people who hear the rumor for the 
first time is proportional to the fraction of the 
population who are not familiar with the rumor®
The above statements should be taken with a grain of salt® 
They actually depend on such things as the size of the popula­
tion, or the randomness of the process of transmission of the 
rumor or disease® For a large homogeneous population, however9 
the approximation should be good®
Translating the proportionality statements into mathema­
tical terms, we obtain the logistics equation
UUL \§£ = O u(l-u) ( 1 )
Solving this differential equations, we obtain
(2 )
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u = Uq at t = 0, hence
log [uo/(l-Uo)3 = C*
Solving equation (2) for u, we get
(3)
( l - u Q ) + U0ec t
This clearly satisfies the prescribed initial condition and 
we see that, for large t, u tends to unity asymptotically
We need not worry about the fraction (l-uQ )/u0 in (ij.) being 
infinite, since uQ = 0 represents the special case in which 
initially nobody knows the rumor (or nobody is sick), in which 
case there is no rumor (or epidemic) to spread and the solu­
tion is still given by (3), u = 0*
Let us now com© back to the case of a uniformly distri­
buted population in a region R« The variable u is now a func­
tion of time and position« Consider a point P. The rate of 
increase of u in the neighborhood of P is again proportional 
to the ^ uninformed population at P, to (1-u)* It Is also pro­
portional to some weighted average of the informed population 
everywhere« The weighting function represents the tiiatanc©
t - » O o , u ^ l ------ e-ct ( W
bias, or the distance dependence of the rate of transmission
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of Information per unit population from the neighborhood of P 
to the neighborhood of Q,« Instead of (1), we obtain then
J*- u(P,t ) = c Ql«u(P,t)J ^f^giPi.Q) u(Q,t ) d Sq « (5>)
In the above equation g(P,Q) is the distance bias function 
and dSq is an element of area at the point Q* Equation (5)
can also be written in the form
d u(P,t) (6)
Ht log [l-u(P,t j] = i ! u(P;t-) = S<P,<U ds^ .
Integrating both sides with respect to t and then taking ex<= 
ponentials of both sides, we obtain
l«u(P,t) _ __
l - u ( P > " exp Ç  d't/ g (p,q) u(ftsr) d sQ (7)■o -/R
Equation (7) is an integral equation for the function u(P,t)« 
The kernal function g(P*Qt) is non «negative, integrable and 
symmetric0 The positive character is due to the fact that in= 
formation (disease) can be transmitted but not taken away«,
The integrability, i 0e«,, the condition that
r  & d SQt
exist for all P, is a mathematical condition, imposed to make 
it certain that the problem can be solved«. It is equivalent 
to the assertation that the total rate of transmission of in­
formation per unit informed population is finite«, The condi-
l|.8 -7/ll
tion of symmetry follows from the fact that g(P,Q) is a func­
tion of the distance PQ, only*
The integral equation (7) has an interesting property. 
Let us rewrite it, for ¡the moment, as a definition of a func« 
tional transformation on an arbitrary function cp
r t  (8)
u^(P,T) = 1 -[l-u(P,oj] exp - c[- d ^ g ( P sQ)y) d S^j
Choose two functions and ij> such that
(P»t) -if (P,t)^0 (9)
9l  2
for all P and t, then it is easily seen that
u (P,t) - u (P,£) 0
11 2
(10)
for all P and to
Suppose we now employed (8) as an iterative scheme, as 
follows: (11)
d SQU n + x iP . t )  = 1 - p L -u (P 90 ) ]  exp - J j *  d ^ g ( P SQ.)
we can utilize the relations (9) - (10) in either of the fol­
lowing ways:
(i) If - U j ^ O  for any one n, then this holds for
any n, and the sequence is monotonically increasing© 
Specifically, take uQ = 0, so that ui = u(P,0)=^0 
and since the inequality is satisfied for n = 0, we 
have an increasing sequence, and un , for any n, will
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give us a lower bound of the solution0 
(ii) If un+^ - ^  0 for any one n* then this holds for
any n* and the sequence is monotonically decreasing. 
Specifically* take uQ = 1* so that 
ui = ! - [l-u(P,0>] exp - c ^ ~g(P*Q) d Sq J  t or u-^1,
and* since the inequality is satisfied for n = 0* 
we have a decreasing sequence* and un * for any n* 
will give us an upper bound of the solution«,
The problem is thus solved* in the sense that,, if the 
two sequences defined above converge uniformly to the solution 
of the integral equation (?)* then we can approximate the solu­
tion with arbitrary accuracy; furthermore* since we can calcu- 
late the upper and lower bounds for the solutions, we also 
know the upper bound of the error for any P and to
The experimentalist would be much more interested, how­
ever* in calculating the function g(P*Q) from given data on 
the spread of rumor disease, i„e«,* from given u(P*t)0 This 
can be accomplished in either one of two ways0 We may try to 
guess the function g* calculate u* and compare the function u 
with the experimental data; if the agreement were'pot satis­
factory* we would try to improve our guess of the kernal go 
This is often the simpler procedure«, On the other hand* we 
may calculate g explicitly« For the one dimensional case
9
%
(i.e., one in which the region R is a straight line), the pro 
cedure is as follows $ Rewriting (7)
5f d C g(x-x8) u ( x % ^ )  dx8 = log 
J o «no l-u(x,t)
cO
g ( x - X « ) 
oo
(12)
u(x'yt) dx* = — c
d
■ « * . « >l-u(x,t)
The function f(x,t) is derived from experimental data« Denot 
ing the Fourier transforms of the various functions with re» 
spect to x by the respective capital letters, we have
G(k) U(k,t) = F(k, t ) (13)
Since U and F can be computed from experimental data G(k) is 
given« We see that, in order that G be independent of time, 
F/U must be« Since F/U is to be obtained from experimental 
data, F/U will be only approximately independent of time; in 
fact, the variation with t of this fraction may serve as a 
good indicator whether the model used in this theory is ap­
plicable« If it does turn out that F/G does not fluctuate 
significantly, we take some average value of this quantity 
and, by inverse Fourier transformation, obtain g« A similar 
procedure can be used in the two dimensional case of infinite 
extent, where g = g(x-x°, y-y8) and the convolution theorem 
can be applied to iterated Fourier transforms«
The above theory has one very serious shortcoming« It
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assumes that, in effect, a person who knows the rumor will re­
peat it at a constant rate ad infinitum, or in the case of 
epidemics, that a person, once sick, is a source of infection 
forever. As a consequence, as time goes on the whole popula­
tion will eventually learn the rumor, or get sick. To re­
move this defect we shall assume that the rate of dissemination 
of the rumor by a person who learned of the rumor at the time 
is proportional to some function h(t- ). In the theory con­
sidered in the first section of the paper h(t- ) was assumed 
to be the Heaviside unit step function. Let us first consider 
the local case with an arbitrary h function, i.e., a general­
ization of equation (1) to an arbitrary h:
There does not seem to be any obvious way to solve this equa­
tion explicitly. We could employ an iteration procedure used 
above to solve Eq. ($)• This would give us
Similarly, we can reformulate the case with a finite region ifc 
Here we have ^.
(16)
with an iteration procedure analogous to (l£)
We developed here computing procedures for the solution 
of the problem of spread of rumor or disease« The convergence 
of the method was found to be satisfactory for practical pur­
poses for the one or two cases which were investigated« There 
is little point in presenting these results here -- they in­
volve specific assumptions of, for example, the distance bias 
function, g« One should refrain from speculating about such 
matters unless one has some experimental data with which one 
could compare the theoretical results« Thus, any further de­
velopment of the theory should be postponed until appropriate 
data is available«
